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In the past ten years, technologies for automated driving 
have been dramatically improved not only by established 
automobile manufacturers, but also by startups in the 
information service industry. � e time between the start of 
research and development of technologies to their deploy-
ment as commercial services is being shortened. A variety 
of activities have been initiated in vehicle technologies, 
infrastructure, standardization, regulatory issues and � eld 
operation tests in every part of the world, even though 
automobile manufacturers are operating in a global single 
market. � erefore, international cooperation from the very 
early stage of development is recognized as an essential 
aspect of connected and automated driving projects for the 
international harmonization of standards and regulatory 
frameworks.

At the beginning of the project, its goal was de� ned for 
sharing with international stakeholders. The idea is 
described as follows.

“An inclusive society, where different people in diverse 
communities actively participate in generating values, will 
enhance both the wellness of individuals and economic 
development. Automated driving technologies integrated 
with social innovations should provide everyone with 
mobility to fully exercise their capabilities, enabling the 
sustainable development of the society.”

� en the project was named SIP-adus: Cross-Ministerial 
Strategic Innovation Promotion program, Innovation of 
Automated Driving for Universal Services – Mobility 
Bringing Everyone a Smile –.

� e key international cooperation platform for connected 
and automated driving systems has been the EU-US-Japan 
Automated Road Vehicle Working Group, co-chaired by 
the European Commission, U.S. Department of Transpor-

tation and the Japanese Ministry of Land Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism. � rough discussion with interna-
tional counterparts, six important areas of international 
cooperation were identi� ed and six leaders were assigned 
to coordinate that cooperation. As the project had made 
progress toward deployment, field operational tests were 
added as another area of cooperation. All international 
activities are aligned to those thematic areas.

3.1.　Dynamic Map
Digital map databases with a layered structure built on 

graph network representation of roads will be expanded to 
include highly detailed description of the road structure 
and its surrounding environment. The database will be 
dynamically linked to real-time data from an integrated 
sensing system onboard the vehicle and semi-real-time 
data from V-to-X communications. Such databases can  
only be developed and maintained through collaboration 
across the industry sectors and public agencies.

3.2.　Connected Vehicles
Higher levels of automation require a larger range of 

observation of the driving environment. � e deployment 
of connected vehicle technology will be advantageous to 
automated driving systems. Proximity will be sensed by 
integrated sensors onboard the vehicle. Physically shielded 
vehicles will notify each other through V-to-V communi-
cation. Beyond the horizon of sensing systems, V-to-I 
communication will provide automated vehicles with addi-
tional information.

3.3.　Human Factors
� e shi�  between levels of automation will depend on the 

driving environment and driver’s condition along the trip. 
It is important to design automated vehicle systems to 
e� ectively communicate with the driver so that the situa-
tional awareness of the driver is maintained and the transi-
tion between the levels of automation is properly 
performed.

3.4.　Cybersecurity
A connected car is a car that has become capable of pro-

viding various services, which enhance its convenience and 
safety, utilizing DSRC and cellular communication. Also, it 
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uses onboard communication networks such as CAN, LIN, 
and Ethernet. At the same time, however, there is a risk of 
exposure to cyberattacks. Cybersecurity measures will have 
to continue to be reinforced to keep systems secure in the 
future. Therefore, it is essential to share information and 
promote collaboration among industry and government 
across the conventional boundaries between sectors.

3.5.　Impact Assessment
Enhanced safety is the objective with the highest priority 

in vehicle automation. However, automated vehicle tech-
nology is only one part of measures to avoid traffic acci-
dents. Field research on vehicle crashes, the modeling 
vehicle behavior, and the evaluation of a variety of mea-
sures are the foundations to take an integrated approach 
that makes the most e� ective use of new technologies.

Socioeconomic impacts are also important aspects of the 
assessment, which will provide a foundation for fostering 
social acceptance of connected and automated vehicle 
deployment

3.6.　Next-Generation Transportation Systems
In the central districts of large cities with high-density 

travel demand, a pedestrian-centered multimodal trans-
portation network is anticipated to o� er e�  cient and sus-
tainable mobility. Innovative transit systems featuring 
automated driving technologies and on-demand operation 
will reduce travel time while making trips comfortable for 
passengers, and enhance efficiency for operators. In con-
trast, small vehicles with enhanced driver assistance for 
personal use are also anticipated to provide aged or handi-
capped users with a level of mobility that will encourage 
them to actively engage in social activities.

4.1.　Networking
The members of SIP-adus have actively participated in  

international conferences to share ideas and experiences. 
� ose opportunities include the Automated Vehicle Sym-
posium hosted by the Transportation Research Board and 
Association of Unmanned Vehicle System International, 
and the European Conference on Connected and Auto-
mated Driving hosted by the European Commission.

4.2.　SIP-adus Workshop on Connected and Automated 
Driving Systems

Annual workshops have been organized for in-depth dis-
cussion among international experts. The Workshop is 
composed of plenary sessions with a series of presentations 

open to the public, and closed workshops for in-depth dis-
cussion with invited experts. Each plenary session is paired 
with a workshop for a focus area of international coopera-
tion. Presentations and poster sessions on SIP-adus sub-
projects were organized. Trial rides of prototypes and 
commercial models with connected and/or automated 
driving technologies were provided for international par-
ticipants.

4.3.　Internationally Open Platform of Field Operation 
Tests with Shared Resources Provided

Large scale � eld operation tests on public roads started in 
2017, and are open to any party meeting the minimum 
qualifications to participate. Test facilities and operation 
management are provided. Dynamic map data for the test 
sites and equipment for connected services are provided at 
no charge. � e only requirement for the participants is to 
actually use those shared resources, submit evaluation 
reports, and engage in review discussion to improve and 
accelerate standardization. Participants who test their 
vehicles have to arrange all other resources by themselves.

4.4.　Standardization
Results from SIP-adus, namely human factors, dynamic 

map and vehicle control systems, have been reflected in 
international standardization activities at ISO TC22 Road 
Vehicles and TC204 Intelligent Transport Systems. In addi-
tion, collaboration with industry standardization bodies 
has expanded.

SIP-adus has been actively engaged in international coop-
eration, gained recognition, and developed a network 
among global experts. � is is quite a unique achievement 
for the Japanese community, which generally has a reputa-
tion for being closed.
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The international harmonization of dynamic maps was 
pursued based on the results of SIP-adus research activities 
within Japan. � e main task of the activities was to broaden 
the result of R&D to professionals outside Japan and to get 
feedback for the direction of the further research. The 
activity started at the beginning of the SIP program in 
2013.
� e main actions included:
- Making presentations at international conferences, 

including the ITS world congress, the Transportation 
Research Board (TRB) annual meeting, the Transport 
Research Arena (TRA), the Autonomous Vehicles 
Symposium (AVS) and other related events within and 
outside Japan.

- Organizing SIP-adus workshops (dynamic map ses-
sion) in Tokyo.

- Discussing the topic at the EU-US-Japan Trilateral 
Automation in Road Transport (ART) working group.

- Preparing for, and holding discussions at, meetings 
related to the above, as well as discussing with other 
related stakeholders within and outside Japan, includ-
ing the International Standard Organization (ISO) and 
the Open Auto Drive Forum (OADF).

� e main outcomes of the actions included:
- International understanding of dynamic maps.
- Arrangement of static map features.
- Promotion of SIP-adus � eld operation tests (FOTs).
- Moving standardization activities forward.

2.1.　Preparing visual contents
The concept underlying dynamic maps was defined as 

four layers of data progressing from static, semi-static, 
semi-dynamic to dynamic. There were several use cases 
involving employing dynamic maps in automated driving 

systems. � e international cooperation team created pre-
sentations to facilitate understanding. Figures 1 and 2 pres-
ent the results of that work. Figure 1 shows the whole 
concept underlying dynamic maps and their creation. It 
illustrates the four layers of data and was created from 3D 
common platform data including point clouds, graphics 
and probe data. It also shows that it was possible to use the 
data directly from vehicles via an API, as well as via OEM 
servers.

Figure 2 shows an example of dynamic map use. It is pos-
sible to estimate the position of a vehicle by comparing the 
high de� nition 3D map data and the sensed data.

2.2.　Presentations at conferences
Based on the results of the R&D and other prepared 

materials, the international harmonization team made pre-
sentations at conferences, including the ITS world con-
gress, events held by TRB, TRA, AVS, and the European 

1 Basic Approach

2 International Understanding of Dynamic 
Maps

Fig. 1 Concept underlying dynamic maps

Fig. 2 Example of dynamic map use
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ABSTRACT: � e international harmonization of dynamic maps was pursued based on the results of SIP-adus research activities within Japan. 
� e main task of the activities was to broaden the result of R&D to professionals outside Japan and to get feedback for the direction of the 
further research. � e international harmonization activities include fostering international understanding of dynamic maps, arrangement of 
static map features arrangement, the promotion on SIP-adus FOTs, and moving standardization activities forward. � e relationship with 
related activities in other countries is just at the beginning stage. Continuous action will be needed to achieve international harmonization of 
dynamic maps.
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Road Transport Telematics Implementation Coordination 
Organization (ERTICO), the OADF, the EU-US-Japan Tri-
lateral ART WG and SIP-adus workshops. � e team made 
presentations outside Japan ten times during FY 2017.

SIP-adus has endeavored to harmonize static map fea-
tures. � e research team surveyed the automated driving 
systems use cases provided by the Japan Automotive Man-
ufacturers Association (JAMA) and existing speci� cations 
in FY 2015 and selected 34 features. The team also dis-
cussed with major map providers in other countries and 
selected � ve features to harmonize.

In FY 2016, the team remodeled the map data based on 
the data list provided by JAMA, and re-selected 14 basic 
static map features. Table 1 shows the basic map features 
and the map features to harmonize internationally, which 
include:
- Center line
- Lane lines
- Lane edges
- Stop lines
- Pedestrian crossings
- Carriageway links

The research team and the international harmonization 
team actively worked to promote participation in FOTs 
from outside Japan. � e contributions included translating 
related documents and speci� cations into English, prepar-
ing test static map data covering over 700 km, and present-
ing the FOT plans extensively.

As a result, 21 organizations participated in the FOTs. � e 
organizations include major Japanese and German original 
equipment manufacturer (OEMs) and suppliers. Table 2 
shows the participants in the FOTs.

5.1.　Support for ISO activities
SIP-adus supported several dynamic map-related ISO 

standardization items with ISO/TC204/WG3 members, 
include;
- ISO 17572-4: Precise relative location referencing.
- ISO 22726: Dynamic data and map database speci� ca-

tion for connected and automated driving system 
applications.

- ISO 14825: Geographic data � les (GDF).
In the context of international harmonization activities, 

the team supported the organization of a joint meeting 
with ISO/TC204/WG3 and the OADF. The meeting was 
held in July 2017 in Aix-en-Provence, France. At that 
meeting, both organizations informed each other of their 
status at the time and agreed to discuss further corrobora-
tion.

5.2.　Collaboration with the OADF and Related Orga-
nizations

SIP-adus has discussed collaboration with the OADF sev-
eral times since 2016. � e team participated on an ongoing 
basis starting with the 5th meeting in October 2016 in Bei-
jing, China. The team started to make presentations on 
SIP-adus dynamic maps at the 6th meeting.

SIP-adus and the OADF worked together to hold 8th 
OADF meeting in Tokyo in conjunction with SIP-adus WS 
2017. � e meeting was held in the same week as the WS, 
and many digital map professionals attended both events. 
� e team also supported further collaboration, such as the 
SENSOR Interface Speci� cation (SENSORIS) speci� cation 
and the ERTICO workshop in Japan in 2018.

At the ITS world congress 2018 in Copenhagen, SIP-adus 

3 Arrangement of Static Map Features

Table 1 List of features to harmonize

4 Promotion of SIP-adus FOTs

Table 2 List of FOT participants

＊FOT participants are for dynamic maps or the human machine interface 
(HMI)

5 Support for Standardization
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and the OADF organized a Special Interest Session (SIS). 
In that session, both representatives discussed related top-
ics for further collaboration. Figure 3 shows one of the 
slides presented at the SIS. It explains the relationship 
between SIP-adus and other related standardization orga-
nization within the OADF.

International harmonization activities for dynamic maps 
were actively pursued, and included fostering international 
understanding of dynamic maps, the arrangement of static 
map features, the promotion of SIP-adus FOTs, and mov-
ing standardization activities forward.

The R&D on dynamic maps and related dynamic data 
distribution by SIP-adus will continue. The relationship 
with related overseas activities is just at the beginning 
stage. Continuous actions will be needed to achieve the 
international harmonization of dynamic maps.

References
(1)  Cabinet office of Japan: SIP-adus Dynamic Map Trial 
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Fig. 3 Presentation at ITS world congress 2018
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In terms of international cooperation activities concern-
ing connected vehicles, we have focused on sharing infor-
mation from Japan about how cooperative ITS with radio 
communication systems is being applied to automated 
driving, surveying the trends in Europe and the United 
States and transmitting the information we obtained to the 
people involved in Japan. The detailed activities include 
leading the SIP-adus Breakout Workshop, sharing and col-
lecting information on the trilateral conference among 
Japan, the U.S, and Europe, participating in the interna-
tional conferences on automated driving in Europe and the 
United States, as well as making presentations at confer-
ences, visiting various projects conducted in Europe and 
the United States, exchanging information among mem-
bers, and more. � e activities are shown below.

2.1　Conferences Attended
� e conferences we attended are shown below.
(1) Oct., 2015  SIP-adus Workshop and Trilateral Meet-

ing
(2) Apr., 2016  Transport Research Arena and Trilateral 

Meeting
(3) May, 2016  Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge, 

Final Event
(4) July, 2016 Automated Vehicle Symposium and Trilat-

eral Meeting
(5) Nov., 2016  SIP-adus Workshop and Trilateral Meet-

ing
(6) Jan., 2017  Transport Research Board and Trilateral 

Meeting
(7) Apr., 2017  Connected and Automated Driving Con-

ference and Trilateral Meeting
(8) June, 2017  Drive Me (visiting) and Adaptive, Final 

Event
(9) July, 2017  Automated Vehicle Symposium and Trilat-

eral Meeting
(10) Oct., 2017  ITS World Congress
(11) Nov., 2017  SIP-adus Workshop and Trilateral Meet-

ing
(12) Jan., 2018 Transport Research Board and Trilateral 

Meeting
(13) Apr., 2018  Transport Research Arena and Trilateral 

Meeting
(14) June, 2018  ITS America Annual Conference, Con-

nected Vehicle Pilot Program (NYC) (visiting) and 
Smart Columbus (visiting)

(15) July, 2018 Automated Vehicle Symposium and Tri-
lateral Meeting

2.2　Conference Summary
Summaries of the conferences listed above are presented 

below.
(1) Oct., 2015: SIP-adus Workshop and Trilateral Meet-
ing
Session

� e U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) intro-
duced V2X and truck platooning, which were conducted 
in New York, Tampa (Florida), and Wyoming, as a Con-
nected Vehicle Pilot Deployment Program (CV Pilot).

� e EU introduced truck platooning as well as a coopera-
tive ITS corridor to connect the Netherlands, Germany, 
and Austria. � ey also introduced communication interop-
erability between European countries, the privacy of probe 
information, cybersecurity as future issues.
Breakout Workshop

� e Michigan DOT from the U.S., a Dutch organization 
from the EU, as well as the Ministry of Internal A� airs and 
Communications, the Metropolitan Police Department, 
the National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Manage-
ment, auto manufacturers, and electrical manufacturers 
from Japan took part in this workshop.

� ey exchanged information on current and future activi-
ties in their own countries, and shared issues about reduc-
ing accidents through the spread of connectivity.
(2) Apr., 2016:  Transport Research Arena (TRA) and Tri-
lateral Meeting

With respect to connected vehicles and security, it was 
agreed in the Trilateral Meeting that the exchange of infor-
mation would continue. Also, the EU introduced the Dec-
laration of Amsterdam, which was issued as a joint 
statement on automated driving by the Ministers of Trans-
port in EU countries.

In TRA, a great deal of time was spent on automated 
driving and energy issues. We are facing the question of 
how to solve issues that cross national borders, such as the 
integration of measures from various countries and the 
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commonization of communication infrastructures.
(3) May, 2016: Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge, 
� nal Event

The project started in 2011 and concluded in 2016. A 
large-scale veri� cation test on the highway from Helmond, 
the Netherlands, was carried out over two days, demon-
strating the performance of the cooperative vehicle–infra-
structure systems with lane changes between platooning 
vehicles. A� er the event, we were able to have an informa-
tion exchange with TNO (a research institution), which 
has been leading the project, allowing us to foster ties with 
Europe.
(4) July, 2016:  Automated Vehicle Symposium and Tri-
lateral Meeting

� e EU reported that the AdaptiVe project, which made a 
comprehensive study of automated driving technology, the 
development of laws, and other factors, would complete 
the � nal demonstration at the end of June, 2017.

� e U.S. announced that Columbus, Ohio had been cho-
sen for the Smart City Challenge project aimed at solving 
overall urban transportation problems.

Japan introduced the national projects, such as a large-
scale veri� cation test starting in 2017 conducted as part of 
SIP activities.
(5) November 2016: SIP-adus Workshop and Trilateral 
Meeting
Session

� e results of a SIP study indicated that a V2V emergency 
vehicle approach warning system could reduce the delay 
before the arrival of emergency vehicles. In addition, com-
munication between vehicles on a main road and merging 
vehicles was reported to facilitate smooth merging.

Finland introduced its E8-Aurora project designed to 
o� er a driving testing environment.
Breakout Workshop

The list of participants includes the European Commis-
sion, the Finnish MaaS Project, Spain, and Belgium from 
the EU, as well as automakers and electronic manufactur-
ers from Japan.

With Japanese members introducing their activities 
related to various services utilizing signal information, the 
participants shared information of the status of practical 
use of ITS and held a Q&A session.
(6) January 2017: Transport Research Board and Trilat-
eral Meeting

At the Trilateral Meeting, members discussed future con-
nectivity-related activities and con� rmed that information 
sharing would be their main focus.

� e U.S. announced the guidelines for automated driving 
and the issuance of “Notice of Proposed Rule-making” 
concerning the mandatory installment of in-vehicle V2V 

devices. � e EU announced its expected launch of a com-
prehensive project on automated driving. Some updates 
were shared with members, including the holding of the 
� rst international conference on automated driving.
(7) April 2017: Connected and Automated Driving Con-
ference and Trilateral Meeting

� is was the � rst expert conference on automated driving 
held in Europe.

There were many political reports presented, including 
the agreements on cross-border test zones (Cross Border 
Self-driving Test Zone between France and Germany), and 
cross-border legal frameworks for tests. Meanwhile, the 
industrial sector is actively working on matters such as sit-
uation-based use of 5G mobile networks and DSRC, with 
an eye toward automated driving.
(8) June 2017: Visit to Drive Me and Adaptive � nal event

Drive Me is a large-scale test conducted using 100 auto-
mated vehicles (Volvo-made). For one year starting in Sep-
tember 2017, it investigated the level of driver con� dence 
in Level 4 automated vehicles and the level of tra�  c partic-
ipants capability to interact with them, with the aim of elu-
cidating the challenges involved in automated driving.

The Adaptive project is aimed at solving HMI related 
issues and legal challenges, including the social impact of 
the realization of automated driving (e.g., decreased CO2 
emissions, reduced number of accidents), through techno-
logical approaches, namely the development of automated 
vehicles, veri� cation tests/simulations with those vehicles, 
and more.
· In the test-ride event, members test drove a Volvo truck 
performing automated driving on the Autobahn.
(9) July 2017: Automated Vehicle Symposium and Trilat-
eral Meeting

Members visited Gomentum Station (a test course for 
automated driving). Currently, automated driving tests, 
safety support system tests, and last-mile evaluations using 
the EasyMile self-driving bus for unmanned driving, are 
underway.

At AVS, there were many reports on studies that center 
around automated vehicles being conducted to improve 
transportation services as part of more comprehensive 
e� orts encompassing public transportation systems in the 
context of national- and state-level projects.

At the Trilateral Meeting, it was reported that many proj-
ects were brought to an end around 2017 in Europe, which 
has entered a new phase for launching next-generation 
projects.
(10) October 2017  ITS World Congress

In both America and Europe, measures to reduce tra�  c 
accidents, congestion, and CO2 emissions have been taken 
by applying connected vehicles featuring automated driv-
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ing and communication technologies. Such activities are 
progressing from the research to the large-scale test phase. 
The activities are taking comprehensive approaches that 
include not only the development of automated driving 
technologies but also the creation of legal systems and 
safety standards.
(11) November 2017 SIP-adus Workshop and Trilateral 
Meeting
Session

The United States team introduced two tests, the Con-
nected Vehicle Pilot Deployment program and the Smart 
City Challenge. The European Commission started its 
Cooperative ITS (C-ITS) activities in 2014 and, in cooper-
ation with automotive makers and public agencies released 
a report on C-ITS Platform Phase 1 in 2016. � e following 
year, it announced Phase 2, which specified the tasks to 
address in 2017, and a revised version is planned for 
release in 2018.
Breakout Workshop

The participants included ERTICO and suppliers from 
the EU, USDOT and other groups from the U.S., and rep-
resentatives of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Trans-
port and Tourism, vehicle manufacturers, electronics 
manufacturers, communication carriers, and other indus-
tries from Japan.

In terms of information sharing, issues concerning cross-
border communication infrastructure and 5G usage were 
presented by the EU, while the U.S. talked about the 
CARMA project and investments in DSRC and other tests. 
Also, the expansion of the infrastructure remains an issue 
in each area.
(12) January 2018  Transport Research Board and Trilat-
eral Meeting

In the U.S., the details of the CV Pilot have been made 
clear.

CARMA, a new automated driving project run by 
USDOT (FHWA), started considering a so� ware platform 
for column traveling, speed adjustments, and crossing con-
trol.

Europe will launch the 5G Car project, which focus on 
studying communication systems for automated driving 
using mobile networks.
(13) April, 2018 Transport Research Arena and Trilateral 
Meeting

� e EU issued the speci� cation for the � nal stage of the 
ITS-G5 (DSRC), and announced that tests were to be per-
formed in various countries, as it aims to achieve practical 
application starting 2019. In the meantime, the pace of for-
ward-looking activities, including lively discussions on the 
5G communication system (next-generation portable com-
munication), has quickened.

(14) June 2018  ITS America Annual Meeting, Visit to 
Connected Vehicle Pilot Program (NYC), and to Smart 
Columbus

We visited the NYC Transportation Bureau (NYC DOT) 
and investigated the progress of the CV Pilot project and 
were given an on-site tour of a tra�  c control center in the 
NYC DOT.

At the ITS America annual meeting, Mark Reuss, VP at 
GM, gave a keynote speech on automated driving func-
tions and V2X (DSRC) installation plans, which attracted 
the interest of the audience. Also, a number of reports on 
tests of safety driving support systems using V2X per-
formed throughout the U.S. were provided at the session, 
indicating the steady progress of activities aimed at the 
practical applications of these systems.

We visited Columbus, Ohio to observe the Smart Colum-
bus initiative, which studies the application of the latest 
technologies to achieve e�  cient urban transportation. � e 
project will conduct tests on transportation as a whole, 
including the provision of tra�  c information to informa-
tion terminals, automated driving technology to cover the 
last mile a� er the end point of public transportation routes, 
the use of electric vehicles, and truck platooning.
(15) July, 2018 Automated Vehicle Symposium and Tri-
lateral Meeting

A report comparing the performance of DSRC and Cellu-
lar V2X was made by Qualcomm.

Cellular V2X has a longer wave propagation distance than 
DSRC. However, there were objections from the DSRC 
side.

The ICT4CART (an EU project) aims to utilize level 4 
automation operations in the real world using various ICT 
technologies such as C-ITS, C-V2X, LTE, and G5 to 
increase the reliability of V2V, V2I, and V2N during tran-
sitions between each mode of communication.
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1.1.　Position of the Working Group
The Human Factors Working Group (WG) is officially 

placed under the Steering Group and expected to work on 
general human factors issues. However, the WG has been 
focusing on human factors in automated driving since 
Japan joined the WG in 2015. � erefore, the Human Fac-
tors WG and Human Factors Sub-Group under the Auto-
mation WG became one and the same (Fig. 1).

1.1.　Members
� e Trilateral Human Factors WG has been led by three 

co-chairs, Chris Monk, NHTSA, US, Johan Engström, 
Volvo, EU, and Satoshi Kitazaki, AIST, Japan. Emma 
Johansson (Volvo) took the co-chair position of EU when 
Johan Engström le�  in 2017. In each region, 5 or 6 human 
factors experts from academia, industry and government 
form a team under the leadership of the co-chair (Table 1).

1.2.　Statement of Work made in 2018
Objective
-    To share understandings of human factors in automated 

driving.
Scope
-    Exchanging information about plans and findings of 

research on human factors in automated driving in each 
region.

-    Identifying and discussing critical human factor issues 
that have not been highlighted.

Possible deliverables
-    Reports/papers that summarize discussion1 Trilateral cooperation on Human Factors

Fig. 1 Trilateral cooperation organization as of 2017.

Table 1 Members of the Human Factors WG (as of 2018)
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Hiroki Mori (Toyota Motor Corporation)
Takashi Sunda (Nissan Motor Co. Ltd)
ABSTRACT: � e EU-US-Japan trilateral cooperation on human factors has been active since Japan joined the cooperation framework in 
2015. � e human factors WG has been discussing speci� c topics. � e � rst topic was the Out-of-the-Loop Concept. � e outcome of the discus-
sions was summarized and published as a technical paper in 2018. � e WG then started discussion on the next topic, mental models, and is 
planning to publish a paper in 2019. � e human factors sessions in the SIP-adus Workshop have been great opportunities to promote the 
research and development activities on human factors in Japan, as well as to obtain valuable feedback for the project. � rough international 
cooperation, the presence of Japan in the � eld of human factors has grown extensively.
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1.3.　Achievements
1.3.1.　Out-of-the-Loop Concept Paper

The loop concept is important in understanding driver 
engagement in the driving task with level 2 and level 3 
automated driving systems. However, the terms, in-the-
loop and out-of-the-loop, have been used with different 
concepts. Natasha Merat of the University of Leeds took 
the leadership of the project on this issue and invited more 
human factor experts to the WG in 2016. � e WG worked 
on a technical paper to precisely define the concept and 
how it can be measured based on reviews of concepts in 
the literature. The definitions are given below. The paper 
was published online (Merat et al., 2018).

In the loop: In physical control of the vehicle and moni-
toring the driving situation.
On the loop: Not in physical control of the vehicle, but 
monitoring the driving situation.
Out of the loop: Not in physical control of the vehicle, and 
not monitoring the driving situation, OR in physical con-
trol of the vehicle but not monitoring the driving situation.

1.3.2.　Mental models
� e next focus, which had been discussed in the WG in 

parallel to the final phase towards the publication of the 
loop concept paper, was determined to be mental models. 
Trent Victor of Volvo volunteered to lead this new project 
in 2018. The user mental model may be considered the 
internal “picture” the user has of the system functions 
based on given knowledge. It may also grow through expe-
riencing the system. An appropriate mental model is 
expected to shi�  a knowledge-based understanding of the 
system functions to a rule-based one, and make necessary 
driver responses quicker and faster. However, incorrect 
mental models may cause negative e� ects on users such as 
misuse or overtrust. � e challenge is to design the system 
to foster an appropriate mental model in the driver. The 
target of the WG is to publish a paper in 2019.

The field of human factors has been one of the areas of 
focus in plenary sessions and breakout sessions of the SIP-
adus Workshop. The presenters in plenary sessions were 
from academia, industry and government in the EU, the 
US and Japan (Table 2). Activities, � ndings and plans con-
cerning human factors in various sectors in various regions 
have been shared among the experts and the audience. � e 
breakout sessions were organized as round-table or group 
discussions on specific topics (Table 3). The topics were 
chosen to be relevant to the SIP-adus human factors 

research project for the purpose of feeding discussion out-
comes into the project. Posters were also presented every 
year on the progress of the SIP-adus human factors 
research project.

2 SIP-adus Workshop

Table 2.1  Presenters and titles of presentations in the human factors 
plenary session at SIP-adus Workshop 2015

Table 2.2  Presenters and titles of presentations in the human factors 
plenary session at SIP-adus Workshop 2016

Table 2.3  Presenters and titles of presentations in the human factors 
plenary session at SIP-adus Workshop 2017
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� e trilateral cooperation framework and the annual SIP-
adus Workshop have produced great opportunities to pro-
mote the research and development activities on human 
factors carried out in Japan, as well as to obtain valuable 
feedback to the project. Satoshi Kitazaki has been invited 
as the Principal Investigator of the SIP-adus human factors 
research project to many international workshops, confer-
ences and meetings to present the progress and � ndings of 
the project. Through international cooperation, the pres-
ence of Japan in the field of human factors has grown 
extensively.

References
(1) Merat, N., Seppelt, B., Louw, T., Engström, J., Lee, J. D., 

Johansson, E., Green, C. A., Kitazaki, S., Monk, C., Itoh, 
M, McGehee, D., Sunda, T., Unoura, K., Victor, T., 
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Table 3 Topics of human factors breakout session at SIP-adus Workshop

Table 2.4  Presenters and titles of presentations in the human factors 
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1.1.　International Trends in Measures against Cyberat-
tacks on Vehicles

Governments and industry groups are currently working 
on development of laws, regulations and guidelines in 
order to respond to cyberattacks on vehicles. The United 
States was the � rst to take action. In July 2015, the SPY Car 
Act was introduced in the Senate. � e bill includes require-
ments to develop cybersecurity standards to protect vehicle 
control systems from hacking, standards to ensure privacy 
of the data collected in the vehicle and a cyber dashboard 
to rate how well vehicle security and privacy are protected. 
In 2016, Auto-ISAC and the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Association (NHTSA) issued, in January and Octo-
ber respectively, best practices related to automotive cyber-
security. Although some issues remain since the guidance 
introduced in these best practices were merely conceptual, 
they serve an important role in that certain degree of 
guidelines were presented by the government and industry 
groups that are in a position to impose directives on auto-
makers. Along with these guidelines, the Society of Auto-
motive Engineers (SAE) issued J3061 in January 2016 
which specifies process-based cybersecurity measures. 
J3061 covers cybersecurity measures to consider in each 
phase of the product lifecycle from planning, development, 
and operation to the disposal of the product after its 
launch. However, much room remains for improvement, as 
no specific methods regarding threat analysis and risk 
assessment were identi� ed in the guideline. In September 
2017, the SELF DRIVE Act was passed by the House of 
Representatives. Section 5, CYBERSECURITY OF AUTO-
MATED DRIVING SYSTEMS, notably, requires auto mak-
ers to develop cybersecurity plans. The act applies to all 
non-commercial road vehicles to be sold a� er it comes into 
e� ect, and automakers must be aware of its importance as 
violating that law means they will not be allowed to supply 
any automated driving systems (including partially auto-
mated vehicles) to the US market. In Europe, hardware 
design for vehicle network and chips were studied in the 
EVITA project from 2008 to 2011. In the Working Party on 
Automated/Autonomous and Connected Vehicles under 
the United Nations WP.29 forum, Europe has been work-
ing to lead the development of a guideline to ensure cyber-
security and data protection for connected cars and 
automated driving. The contents were published in 2016 

and will be updated as necessary in the future. In Japan, 
the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA), 
JasPar, and the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism are working together to establish minimum 
mandatory standards for vehicle cybersecurity. Separately, 
the Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE) has 
issued a cybersecurity analysis guide that summarizes the 
procedures for security activities ranging from threat anal-
ysis to the definition of cybersecurity requirements. The 
above presents the major trends in the United States, 
Europe and Japan, all of which are currently in a period of 
transition, which means that laws and guidelines are not 
fully established. The ISO and SAE aim to develop an 
international standard (ISO 21434) based on international 
consensus by 2020. Until that standard is issued, automak-
ers will be required to takes into consideration the laws, 
regulations and guidelines previously mentioned and make 
their own decisions in establishing frameworks to ensure 
the security quality of their products.

1.2.　E� orts to Share the Outcome of SIP-adus Globally
With these international trends in mind, we are working 

on the development of a security evaluation guideline to 
protect against cyberattacks as part of SIP-adus informa-
tion security activities. The guideline simulates actual 
cyberattacks and is considered highly e� ective. � e novelty 
in the evaluation method used in this guideline is that it 
specifies common procedures and evaluation criteria for 
penetration testing, the e� ectiveness of which is generally 
considered to be highly reliant on the individual skills of 
the tester. To assess the direction and necessity of the new 
evaluation method, we are closely monitoring trends in 
Japanese automotive industry groups such as JAMA and 
JasPar, as well as international standards (ISO 21434) and 
WP.29 initiatives while working to foster common under-
standing and urge the spread of penetration testing in the 
industry. In addition, we are consulting with the JSAE, 
which is in charge of ISO 21434 and the National Traffic 
Safety and Environment Laboratory, which is promoting 
discussion on information security at WP.29, in order to 
ensure that our project contributes to leading international 
discussions.

About the author
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Automated vehicles (AVs) have the potential to transform 
the world’s road transportation system. � e potential ben-
efits include traffic safety, transport network efficiency, 
energy/emissions, and personal mobility. As it is being 
introduced into existing complex transportation systems, 
AV technology must be understood and its e� ects carefully 
predicted prior to implementation to adequately plan for 
that transformation. In this article, we introduce interna-
tional activities with regards to assessing the impact auto-
mated vehicles from the following three perspectives: the 
Trilateral Impact Assessment Sub-Group for ART, as well 
as both safety and socioeconomic factors.

Members of the Trilateral Working Group on Automation 
in Road Transportation (ART WG) are working to address 
the complexity of the impact of AVs in various areas. Euro-
pean researchers are looking at the possibility of applying 
the Field Operational Test Support Action framework 
(FESTA, FOT Net 2016) to automation and sketching the 
mechanisms through which automation potentially a� ects 
our lives. � e United States Department of Transportation 
(US DOT) has sponsored the development of a modeling 
framework that includes the areas of safety, vehicle opera-
tions, personal mobility, energy/emissions, network effi-
ciency, travel behavior, public health, land use, and socio-
economic impact. Japan has been developing models of the 
impact on safety since late 2015 under SIP-adus.

To coordinate the impact assessments performed in the 
field of automated driving, the ART WG established an 
Impact Assessment sub-group in 2015. � e motivation was 
the realization that, as � eld tests are expensive and mostly 
done on a small scale, international harmonization would 
be in everyone’s interest. With a harmonized approach, 

tests and studies can be designed to maximize the insights 
obtained and arrange complementary evaluations around 
the world.

The framework aims for high-level harmonization of 
impact assessment studies globally. It is the � rst attempt at 
harmonization by the three regions involved (EC, US and 
Japan). As automated driving covers many concepts, the 
framework does not give detailed methodological recom-
mendations (i.e., methods to apply for calculating the 
strength of various impacts) but it aims to facilitate meta-
analysis across di� erent studies. � erefore, the focus is on 
providing recommendations on how to describe the 
impact assessment study in a way that users of the results 
understand what was evaluated and under which condi-
tions.

The areas of AV impact may be divided into two large 
groups: direct and indirect. Figure 1 depicts the impact 
areas (Smith, 2017). Direct impacts are those which have a 
clear cause-e� ect relationship with the primary activity or 
action. � ey are easier to capture, measure and assess, and 
are o� en (though not always) immediate to short-term in 
nature. In Fig. 1, they are in the upper left, and include 
safety, vehicle operations, energy/emissions and personal 
mobility. � e others are indirect impacts. Indirect impacts 
can be characterized as secondary, tertiary, or still further 
removed from the original direct impact.

1 Introduction

2 Trilateral Impact Assessment Sub-Group 
for ART

Fig. 1 Framework of impact areas (Smith, 2017)
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following three perspectives: the Trilateral Impact Assessment Sub-Group for ART, as well as both safety and socioeconomic impacts.
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Direct Impacts are those that can be measured in a � eld 
operational test (FOT). They then can be scaled up to a 
national level and will also lead to indirect impacts. An 
FOT can also provide insight into the infrastructure 
requirements of an automation application.

Nearly all AV applications, ranging from Level 1 collision 
avoidance systems to Level 5 self-driving vehicles, have 
potential safety impacts. Ultimately, safety should be mea-
sured by accident statistics, such as fatalities, injuries and 
property damage for vehicle occupants and other road 
users. Other road users may include pedestrians, cyclists, 
and slow-moving vehicles. One challenge with safety 
impact assessment is that actual crashes are rare events, 
even with a considerably large-scale FOT. � erefore, proxy 
measures are o� en used.

In Japan, a novel multi-agent tra�  c simulation so� ware 
was developed as a part of the SIP-adus projects.  � e so� -
ware can simulate and identify at least five types of acci-
dents. Di� erent automated driving technology penetration 
scenarios can be set to estimate the potential impact of dif-
ferent technologies on safety. A summary of the achieve-
ments of the research project is described below.

Figure 2 shows a simulated area created to model a part 
of Tsukuba City in detail. � e road network was composed 
of various routes such as an expressway, major roads, and 
old narrow streets in order to verify the simulation pro-
gram.

Typical automated driving penetration rates are entered 
in order to compute and compare the results of diverse 

technology penetration scenarios. � ere are multiple driv-
ing modes including manual driving, autonomous emer-
gency braking (AEB), lane departure warning (LDW) and 
automated driving (Table 1). It is important to set up 
mixed scenarios consisting of various driving modes to 
achieve a more practical estimation of safety impacts.

In order to estimate possible accident reduction e� ects, it 
is essential to reproduce a realistic tra�  c � ow via simula-
tion. � ere are approximately 500 agents that can behave 
individually in our current simulation (Fig. 3). Tra�  c den-
sity and travel velocity are pre-set based on road traffic 
census data.

As shown in Table 2, under 100% manual driving, the 
system simulated a total of 859 accidents categorized in 
� ve types. � e number of accidents predicted decreased as 
the level of automation increased, coming down to 156 
cases for the highest automation level simulated (25% of 
vehicles with AEB+LDW and 75% of Level 4 automated 
driving). Figure 4 shows that all the technologies consid-
ered contributed to the absolute decrease in accidents, 
which was predominantly represented by the reduction of 
rear-end and lane departure-related crashes.

3 Methodology of Safety Impact Assess-
ment

Fig. 2 Road network for veri� cation of simulator functions

Fig. 3 Multi-agent tra�  c simulation including 500 agents

Table 2 Synoptic table of simulation results

Fig. 4 Comparison of relative accident and component rates

Table 1 Technology penetration scenarios
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� e above results in the SIP-adus project were presented 
at the Autonomous Vehicles Symposium 2018 in San Fran-
cisco (Kitajima et.al., 2018) and drew the interest of the 
international community of experts. Several research 
groups expressed considerable interest in the multi-agent 
tra�  c simulation model, and future collaborative research 
regarding the simulation model is expected. Such interna-
tional collaboration and discussions can address the meth-
odology of safety impact assessment.

We also conducted analysis on safety impacts from the 
viewpoint of economic factors. Compared to passive safety 
technologies, one of the most distinctive features of auto-
mated driving systems lies in the fact that the economic 
bene� ts of those systems will be enjoyed not only by their 
users, but also by non-users. With AEB, for example, pre-
ceding vehicles will benefit more than following vehicles 
equipped with on-board devices, regardless of whether 
devices are install in the preceding vehicles or not. It can 
also be said that automated driving systems are safety-
sharing systems. From an economics viewpoint, this 
implies that it is di�  cult for automated driving systems to 
be diffused properly via market mechanisms. Thus, eco-
nomic incentives will be necessary to facilitate the diffu-
sion of automated driving systems in society. We initiated 
international discussion on these points at several interna-
tional conferences (See Miyoshi, 2017).

Automated driving will bring about various significant 
socioeconomic impacts.

The decrease in the opportunity cost of traveling when 
SAE levels 4 and/or 5 automated driving becomes wide-
spread in society could dramatically change human life-
style, for example.

� e national economy will also be a� ected by automated 
driving, which will signi� cantly change the cost and cost 
structure of vehicles thanks to the change of inputs. In 
addition, some advocates claim that automated driving will 
result in a decrease in vehicle sales and ownership due to 
the widespread use of car sharing and ride sharing. It is 
possible that automated driving will significantly impact 
the Japanese industrial structure. We estimated three cate-
gories of indexes of the power of dispersion of the automo-
tive sector. � e � rst category denotes the relative size of the 
in� uence on the entire industry (including the self-sector) 

in a case where the � nal demand for the industry increases 
by one unit. � e average value is 1. � e greater the value of 
an industry, the more heavily that industry affects the 
whole sector. The second and third category indexes are 
modi� cations of the � rst category. � e third category index 
denotes the impacts on other sectors. � e e� ect on the self-
sector is totally excluded. In the second category, only 
direct e� ects of 1.0 on the self-sector are excluded. Figure 5 
shows the three categories of indexes for Japan, Germany 
and the US. Japan has the largest value in each of the three 
categories, indicating that, among the economies of those 
three nations, the Japanese economy will be the most 
a� ected by the di�  usion of automated driving systems. We 
discussed this issue at the ITS World Congress 2017 (See 
Miyoshi and Kii, 2017)
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At almost the same time as our SIP-adus activities were 
launched in 2014, several existing international confer-
ences started to include sessions relating to automated 
vehicle systems. At those conferences, topics relating to 
public transport and its services were few because the 
small size of the market for automated vehicles for public 
transport did not draw much interest from major IT and 
auto manufacturers. Recently, however, the situation has 
been changing, and automation in public transport and 
freight vehicles, as well as related services, has been gather-
ing attention.

The major drivers of this trend were not IT giants or 
major auto manufacturers, but rather small startup compa-
nies. One of the triggers for this development was the City-
Mobil2 project, partially funded under the auspices of the 
EU’s Seventh Framework Programme for Research (FP7) 
which ran from 2007 to 2013.

EasyMile and Navya from France developed their auto-
mated shuttle for CityMobil2, which was a pilot demon-
stration project for automated road transport systems 
across Europe. BestMile from Switzerland developed oper-
ation service systems for those automated shuttles. Now 
EasyMile, Navya and BestMile are providing their products 
worldwide including in the U.S. and Japan.

Automated Public Transport Topic Trends

Low-Speed Automated Shuttles
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ABSTRACT: Next-generation transportation and logistics are getting more attention as practical early applications of automated vehicle 
technology as well as related innovative new services. Low-speed automated shuttles represent one of the major topics in this area and are the 
subject of demonstrations with several business models targeting improvement in quality of life. Walking always accompanies the use of 
public transport in daily life. � erefore walking support systems, especially for vulnerable road users, are key to promoting public transport 
that encompasses upcoming shared mobility. Realizing driverless vehicle is still years away, but several applications making use of automated 
vehicle technologies are being introduced to contribute reduction in tra�  c accident fatality.

Fig. 1 CityMobil2 Project

Fig. 2 EasyMile EZ10

Fig. 3 Navya ARMA

Fig. 4 2getthere
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Another automated shuttle maker that is a little older 
than the above companies, 2getthere from the Netherlands, 
has also been providing commercial operation transport 
products worldwide.

Olli, developed by Local Motors in the U.S., and Ohmio 
from New Zealand, are automated shuttles offering a 
unique concept and features that di� er from the o� erings 
of the French makers.

Despite a background and environment favorable to 
manufacturing such vehicles, Japan is still struggling to 
bring out original products.

� e e-Palette concept from Toyota, which debuted at CES 
2018, provides a ray of hope for the future of the automo-
tive industry in Japan.

One reason for focusing on low-speed automated shuttles 
as a practical application of vehicle automation is their lim-
ited operational domain. � is makes it possible to choose 
or set up a less critical domain for their operation where 
most risks can be predicted and avoided.

Similarly, long distance freight trucks and working vehi-
cles such as refuse trucks and road cleaning vehicles repre-
sent another area of focus for the practical application of 
automated driving. Automated truck platooning projects 
are being conducted in the EU and the U.S., as well as in 
Japan.

� e challenge of building self-driving trucks is being met 
by Einride of Sweden which is developing the T-pod, 
which is remotely controlled by the driver and the T-log, 
which features automated driving capability.

Fig. 5 Local Motors Olli

Fig. 6 Ohmio LIFT

Fig. 7 e-Palette Concept

Working Vehicle Automation

Fig. 8 Automated Refuse Truck

Fig. 9 Truck Platooning
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In their initial stage, most automated driving shuttle dem-
onstration projects have been carried out in relatively lim-
ited areas like private campuses or small parks. However, 
some of those demonstration projects are now expanding 
their concepts to entire cities, as exempli� ed by the Smart 
City Challenge in the U.S.

In 2016, USDOT selected the city of Columbus Ohio as 
the winner of its call for Smart City Challenge proposals. 
� is kind of project is not being conducted only in Colum-
bus, but also in several cities in the U.S., with funding from 
several sources.

A� er those projects expanded to entire cities, automated 
mobility became only one factor in innovation. Smart cit-

ies utilizing AI, IoT, open/big data, and renewable forms of 
energy are targeting improvements to the quality of life for 
all citizens. Valuable mobility-based services have emerged 
as a new area of focus called mobility as a service, or MaaS.

MaaS is one of the biggest areas of focus in current inter-
national conferences for automated vehicle systems and 
intelligent transportation systems (ITS). There was a 
period of a few years when automated vehicle-related con-
ferences only covered the topic of mobility services in the 
titles of a few presentations, but it is now found in several 
session titles, and is sometimes even the subject of the 
whole conference.

� e de� nition of MaaS is still unclear. However, it should 
consist of new service value associated with mobility, 
rather than merely simple transportation from A to B and 
its attendant services. New service value will follow new 
business models such as integrated sharing services or 
completely different cost allocations. It will take a little 
more time for industry to � nd practical MaaS solutions.

Some demonstration projects are venturing to conduct 
their operation in spaces that include pedestrians, taking 
maximum care to avoid accidents, in order to evaluate user 
acceptance of automated shuttle by both passengers riding 
the vehicles and the pedestrians in the vicinity of the vehi-
cle. � e GATEway project in Greenwich, UK is one exam-
ple, as is the Mcity project in Michigan, USA. Of course, 
obtaining conclusive results concerning user acceptance 
applicable to various people will take time, but is also de� -
nitely an important process to implement future regular 
operation of automated shuttles in shared spaces and simi-
lar areas.

Fig. 10 T-pod

Fig. 11 T-log

Expanding Demonstrations from Small 
Sites to Entire Cities

Fig. 12 USDOT Smart City Challenge

Source: https://www.transportation.gov/smartcity/highlights

Mobility as a Service

User Acceptance of Automated Vehicles

Fig. 13 GATEway project
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User acceptance studies have usually been conducted 
through questionnaires involving a limited number of par-
ticipants and a short evaluation period, but their results 
have always included an unrealistically hopeful bias 
because most demonstrations were carried out under ideal 
conditions. A realistic user acceptance study, such as the 
one by PostBus in Sion, Switzerland, must consider daily 
regular operation in a general (rather than ideal) environ-
ment.

� e activities of the Accessible Transportation Technolo-
gies Research Initiative (ATTRI) of USDOT have served as 
a reference for SIP-adus. Rather than the aging society 
challenge faced by Japan, the ATTRI activities address the 
many veterans who need mobility services providing addi-
tional care. � e two situations are similar in terms of the 
need for mobility service o� ering several modes that cater 
to diverse groups of people.

� e current results of several automated driving � eld tests 
around the world indicate that realizing fully automated 
driverless vehicles on public roads is still years away. In the 
near future, even without a driver, introducing automated 
vehicle services in actual markets will still require addi-
tional labor for tasks such as maintaining the vehicles and 
their dedicated infrastructure, securing operational safety, 
and providing emergency support.

Continuous step-by-step studies are still required to reach 
our goal, which, it must be noted, is not to develop self-
driving vehicles. Our � nal goal is zero tra�  c accident fatal-
ities. � ere are still issues to resolve before self-driving can 
improve the safety and e�  ciency of public transportation 
and logistics through the use of automated technology in 
preparation for future self-driving.

Fig. 15 PostBus SmartShuttle in Sion

Vulnerable Road User Support Systems

Fig. 16 Diversi� ed mobility services ATTRI

Source: https://www.its.dot.gov/research_areas/attri/

What We Have Learned and What We 
Should Do

Fig. 14 Mcity project
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As part of the cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Pro-
motion Program (SIP) activities covering automated driv-
ing systems (ADS), dynamic maps are being developed as 
maps used in such systems. In order to contribute to the 
international community, SIP-adus aims for the interna-
tional standardization of this outcome. Based on the his-
tory of ISO/TC204/WG3 (ITS database technology), which 
has promoted the international standardization of car navi-
gation maps, candidates for the international standardiza-
tion of dynamic maps are (1) data exchange, (2) API, (3) 
the data model (description of data type/attribute struc-
ture, methods of maintaining relevance between data 
items, etc.), and (4) lane-level location referencing method 
for data exchange. Data exchange is already under develop-
ment as GDF 5.1 (20524), an extension of GDF 5.0, which 
is an existing standard in ISO/TC204/WG3. For the second 
candidate, it is difficult to specify API without a data 
model. In light of this situation, SIP-adus has supported 
the development of an international standard for the logi-
cal data model referenced by applications such as ADS and 
for lane-level location referencing.

2.1.　Overview
� is work item standardizes the logical data model refer-

enced by applications such as ADS.
The data envisioned for use in ADS is categorized into 

static data (i.e. maps for high levels of driving automation 
and traditional map data) and dynamic data (e.g. traffic 
and travel information). � ese types of data are intercon-
nected to realize ADS. � e data model for ADS shall have 
a structure specialized for driving automation and 
designed to be shared with other systems. GDF 5.1 pro-
vides detailed road data as static map data for ADS. ISO 
14296 speci� es the static map data and the attendant logi-
cal data model for car navigation systems and cooperative 
ITS. Furthermore, dynamic data has already been speci� ed 
and used in many existing systems. Although it is neces-
sary to specify the relationship between map and dynamic 
data envisioned for use in ADS, no such relationship has 
been provided so far.

� us, the data system architecture related to the static and 
dynamic data � ow was examined and, based on the results, 
the logical data model was assessed, and an input proposal 
was developed by examining other data models. � e speci-
� cation on map features and attributes for ADS provided 
by the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association was 
referenced when considering the necessary features. The 
implementation of this specification could lead to cost 
reductions in the maintenance and expansion of map 
access libraries, as well as in the compilation and mainte-
nance of map and map-related data for data providers, as 
well as for connected and driving automation/vehicle con-
trol applications.

1 Purpose of Activities

Fig. 1 Relationship between ISO/TC204/WG3 Work Items.(1)

2 Standardization of Logical Data Model

International CollaborationV

② Promotion of International Standardization

Activities toward International Standardization of 
Dynamic Maps

Hiroki Sakai (Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.), Sumio Nishiyama (Kiwi-W Consortium)
ABSTRACT: In order to contribute to the international community, SIP-adus has supported the development of international standards for 
the logical data model referenced by applications such as automated driving systems and for lane-level location referencing. For the logical 
data model, an input proposal was developed by examining data models that will be necessary for those applications. For lane-level location 
referencing, a proposal for an international standard was created from use cases, requirements and general concepts for lane-level location 
referencing. SIP-adus will continue to support the international standardization of dynamic maps.
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2.2.　Status of International Standardization
This work item was conditionally approved as PWI 

(22726) in April 2017. A� er that, in October 2017, through 
expanded joint meeting with existing WGs and external 
SDOs, the Japanese delegation explained the scope of this 
work item and the contents of work to plan in the future, 
while ensuring that there is no conflict with the existing 
standards and establishing a cooperative relationship with 
these WGs and SDOs. At the international conference in 
April 2018, it was agreed to establish Part 1 as Architecture 
and data model for harmonization of static map data and 
Part 2 as Data model of static transitory and dynamic tran-
sitory data, and that the resulting documents would be 
published as TS. Part 1 was approved as an NP in August 
2018 and it is scheduled for publication as a TS in spring 
2020. Part 2 is planned to be moved to an NP proposal 
after a consensus on the data type classification and data 
items subject to standardization is reached (as of Septem-
ber 2018).

3.1.　Overview
� is work item standardizes location referencing capable 

of locating an object on a road within a speci� c lane.
ISO 17572 Part 1, Part 2 (pre-coded), Part 3 (dynamic) 

have been published as the international standards for 
location referencing methods. However, none of them 
handles location referencing at the lane level. Furthermore, 
there is no other widely used standard covering location 
referencing at that level. Thus, a proposal for an interna-
tional standard was created from use cases, requirements 
and general concepts for lane-level location referencing.

� ere are two ways to reference location:
Method 1: Lane number counting

Method 2: Delta from a reference point
� e method used is selected according to road segment 

type and/or usage. As a general rule, Method 1 is used to 
represent events in lanes (excluding intersections) and 
Method 2 is used to represent events at junctions. How-
ever, Method 2 can also be used to represent events in 
lanes.

3.1.1.　Method 1: Lane Number Counting
� e longitudinal location shall be referenced using a dis-

tance along a road section and a lane number counting 
rule. � e distance along a road section shall be expressed 
as a percentage of the road section or a real distance. � e 
vertical location shall be expressed as a distance from the 
road section. This method is used for the situations 
described below.
- Road segments that have lane information.
- Specifying the lane.

3.1.2.　Method 2: Delta from a Reference Point
� e location shall be referenced using the distance from a 

reference point (Δx, Δy, Δh). � is method is used for the 
situations described below.
- Road segments in junctions.
-   Specifying the relative position within a road (e.g. σ<25 

cm accuracy).
In order to achieve a location measurement accuracy with 

a margin of error of σ<25 cm with this method, the follow-
ing condition shall apply:
-   � e method is used within a radius of no more than 200 

meters from the reference point.

Fig. 2 Proposed Architecture for Automated Driving System

3 Standardization of Lane-Level Location 
Referencing

Fig. 3 Lane-Level Location Referencing Methods

Fig. 4 Explanation of Method 1
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3.2.　Status of International Standardization
� is work item received NP approval in April 2017. � e 

CD ballot ended in July 2018, and CD comment resolution 
concluded at the international conference in September 
2018. It is scheduled to move to a DIS ballot proposal in 
December 2018 and be published as an IS in the summer 
of 2019 (as of September 2018).

In order to contribute to the international community, 
SIP-adus has supported the development of international 
standards for the logical data model referenced by applica-
tions such as ADS and for lane-level location referencing. 
For logical data models, an input proposal was developed 
by examining other data models. As of September 2018, 
Architecture and data model for harmonization of static 
map data has been approved as an NP (22726-1). SIP-adus 
will continue to support international standardization, 
aiming for publication as a TS in the spring of 2020. In the 
dynamic maps for ADS proposed by Japan, how to associ-
ate externally provided information with map information 
is an important consideration. � us, in its examination of 
static transitory data, dynamic transitory data and dynamic 
data, SIP-adus will support cooperating with existing WGs 
and external SDOs to avoid con� icts with related existing 
standards. For lane-level location referencing, a proposal 
for an international standard was created from use cases, 
requirements and general concepts. SIP-adus will continue 
to support international standardization, aiming for publi-
cation as an IS in the summer of 2019.

References
(1) ITS Standardization 2017: Society of Automotive Engi-

neers of Japan, 
http://hq.jsae.or.jp/its/2017_bro_e.pdf (September 12, 
2018)

Fig. 5 Explanation of Method 2

4 Conclusion
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In order to contribute to the international community in 
the promising � eld of dynamic maps, a � eld expected to be 
integral to driving automation systems, SIP-adus investi-
gated dynamic map data models and the map data struc-
ture of dynamic maps both in and outside Japan. 
Furthermore, this study worked to clarify differences in 
specifications of dynamic maps established by various 
nations. To achieve compatibility between industry stan-
dards in Japan and in other countries, it also aimed to rein-
force cooperative ties, through exchange of views and 
debate, between organizations worldwide that conduct 
research and development in the driving automation � eld.

� e investigation gathered information such as the details 
of standardization documents and activities surrounding 
the formulation of industry specifications for dynamic 
maps. This was done through surveying public materials 
and exchanging information with industry players at con-
ferences and in individual meetings.

2.1.　Initiatives outside Japan
� e investigation compiled details concerning the activi-

ties of European organizations that are actively developing 
industry standards.

2.2.1.　NDS
The Navigation Data Standard Association aims to 

develop a standard database format that is compatible with 
all car navigation systems.

� e Navigation Data Standard (NDS) is a standard data-
base format that maintains compatibility with all systems. 
It separates the so� ware and map data, and features imme-
diate data updates.

2.2.2.　ADASIS
� e Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Interface Speci-

� cation Forum (ADASIS) aims to develop an interface for 
ADAS applications and onboard maps.

� e Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Interface Speci-
� cation is an application interface for vehicle control that 
provides map information to ADAS.

2.2.3.　SENSORIS
Initiated by HERE, SENSORIS aims to develop open 

standards such as a format for processing and analyzing 
information collected in the cloud from vehicle sensors.

It is studying specifications for uplinking vehicle sensor 
data to a cloud center and those necessary for services that 
result from the realization of vehicle sensor data.

2.2.4.　TISA
� e Tra�  c Information Service Association (TISA) aims 

to develop open standards for tra�  c information and trav-
eler information services.

It is developing two formats: TMC, for the transfer of traf-
� c, weather and other information over FM channels, and 
TPEG, which uses digital broadcast to transfer information 
related to tra�  c, public transport, the weather, and more.

1 Research Objectives

2 Investigation of Dynamic Maps

Table 1  Main Initiatives in the Global Formulation and Development of 
Dynamic Map Speci� cations.

International CollaborationV

② Promotion of International Standardization

General Survey of International Trends Regarding 
International Cooperation with Dynamic Maps

Sumio Nishiyama (Shobunsha Publications, Inc.),
Masahiro Koibuchi (Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.)
ABSTRACT: In order to contribute to the international community in the promising � eld of dynamic maps, a � eld expected to be integral to 
driving automation systems, SIP-adus investigated dynamic map data models and the map data structure of dynamic maps both in and out-
side Japan. Furthermore, this study worked to clarify di� erences in speci� cations of dynamic maps established by various nations. To achieve 
compatibility between industry standards in Japan and in other countries, it also aimed to reinforce cooperative ties, through exchange of 
views and debate, between organizations worldwide that conduct research and development in the driving automation � eld.
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2.2.5.　OADF
The Open AutoDrive Forum, consisting primarily of 

European organizations (NDS, ADASIS, TISA, SENSO-
RIS) and related companies, is a platform that promotes 
cross-domain debate and coordination to advance driving 
automation.

It promotes the Auto Drive Ecosystem, which is a cycle of 
map production, delivery to vehicle, onboard cooperation 
with ADAS modules, and vehicle (sensors) data feedback.

It has 61 participants, including auto makers and map 
providers (as of Feb 2018).

It organizes meetings once every two or three months in 
Europe, the U.S., or Asia.

2.2.　Initiatives in Japan
So far, SIP-adus has created documents de� ning require-

ments (draft) and specifications for basic map data and 
production (dra� ) for dynamic maps.

It has also created prototypes of high-accuracy 3-dimen-
sional maps and conducted � eld operation tests.

As of December 2017, it has provided data for a subset of 
local roads and expressways.

2.3.　International Initiatives
Under TC 204, the technical committee for ITS standard-

ization within the ISO, WG3 is working on the standard-
ization of geospatial information and related matters with 
ITS database technology at its core.

It defines the relationship between semi-static/semi-
dynamic data and static data for dynamic maps. As of Sep-
tember 2018, the architecture and data model for 
harmonization of static map data has received NP approval.

Besides the logical data model, there is current delibera-
tion that aims for the publication of geographic data file 
GDF5.1 (CD 20524-1, AWI 20524-2) and lane-level loca-
tion referencing (NP 17572-4) by the ISO.

Fig. 1 Scope of PWI 22726.

Source: ITS Standardization 2017: Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan,
http://hq.jsae.or.jp/its/2017_bro_e.pdf (September 12, 2018)(1)

Fig. 2 Relationship between ISO/TC204/WG3 Work Items.

Source: ITS Standardization 2017: Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan,
http://hq.jsae.or.jp/its/2017_bro_e.pdf (September 12, 2018)(1)

Fig. 3 Japanese and International Activities Related to Dynamic Maps

Source: Created based on ITS Standardization 2017: Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan,
http://hq.jsae.or.jp/its/2017_bro_e.pdf (September 12, 2018)(1)
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2.4.　Japanese and International Activities Related to 
Dynamic Maps

Domestic and international activities related to dynamic 
maps are shown in Fig. 3.

� e investigation disseminated information regarding the 
progress of current initiatives in Japan, and sought cooper-
ative partnerships with appropriate organizations through 
participation in conferences like OADF, as well as 
exchanges of information with relevant parties.

For the purpose of sharing information among Japanese 
stakeholders and discussing the direction of standardiza-
tion activities Japan should pursue, a conference called the 
Dynamic Map Standardizing Strategy Initiative was estab-
lished. Members of the conference are composed of people 
from academia, the automobile industry and related � elds.

In order to contribute to the international community in 
the development of dynamic maps, a � eld expected to be 
integral to the automated driving system, this study inves-
tigated information such as details of the standardization 
documents and activities surrounding the formulation of 

industry specifications for dynamic maps. Furthermore, 
the investigation disseminated information regarding the 
current state of automated driving in Japan and sought out 
cooperative partnerships with appropriate organizations 
through participation in conferences like OADF and 
exchanges of information with relevant parties. For the 
purpose of sharing information among Japanese stake-
holders and discussing the direction of standardization 
activities Japan should pursue, a conference called the 
Dynamic Map Standardizing Strategy Initiative was estab-
lished. Members of the conference consist of people from 
academia, the automobile industry and related � elds. SIP-
adus will continue to seek out cooperative partnerships 
with appropriate organizations through participation in 
conferences like OADF, as well as the exchange of informa-
tion with relevant parties.

References
(1) ITS Standardization 2017: Society of Automotive Engi-

neers of Japan, 
http://hq.jsae.or.jp/its/2017_bro_e.pdf (September 12, 
2018)

3 Cooperation with Related Organizations

Table 2 Participation in Conferences Hosted by Relevant Organizations.

4 Information Sharing with Industrial 
Sectors in Japan

Table 3 Dynamic Map Standardizing Strategy Initiative Schedule.

5 Conclusion
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International standardization activities regarding auto-
mated driving systems (ADS) have been conducted in ISO 
TC (technical committee) 22 and TC204. TC22 is the com-
mittee for road vehicles and TC204 is for intelligent trans-
port systems. � e main items to standardize in TC204 are 
the behavior of ADS, minimum functional requirements, 
minimum performance requirements and system testing 
procedures. In contrast, items covered in TC22 are more 
for elemental technologies, such as functional safety, 
design speci� cations, HMI/human factors, driver monitor-
ing, event recording and component/subsystem verifica-
tion. TC22/SC39/WG8 is a working group that addresses 
human factor issues in ADS.

The first meeting within TC22/SC39/WG8 regarding 
human factors in ADS was the Automated Vehicle Work-
shop during WG8 London meeting held in June in 2014. 
At that time, the SAE had already proposed the de� nitions 
for ADS levels, and VDA, Bosch, and BASt had also pro-
posed separate, but similar, de� nitions. All the de� nitions 
were developed from the point of view of system functions 
(ability), rather than from a human-centered point of view.

During the workshop, we discussed what items should be 
standardized in terms of the human factor aspects of ADS. 
As ADS is a state of art technology, it proved difficult to 
reach a common agreement about target standards because 
the various ADS envisioned by researchers were all di� er-
ent. It was concluded that, in order to have a common 
understanding of ADS human factors issues, we needed to 
standardize terms/definitions and research protocols. In 
addition, we needed to clarify human-system interaction 
and system monitoring by the driver (user).

A� er the workshop, WG8 decided to establish a task force 

for ADS human factors (TF-ADS). � e US delegates nomi-
nated Dr. Myra Blanco of VTTI as a candidate to lead TF-
ADS. There was discussion in the national committee of 
Japan at the JSAE on how to deal with this matter. The 
committee concluded that we should step into the leader-
ship role for ADS standardization in order to reflect the 
research outcomes of the SIP-adus project in international 
standards. Then, the Japanese committee nominated Dr. 
Ono of JARI (currently AIST) as a candidate to lead TF-
ADS. In the end, WG8 agreed to make Drs. Myra and Ono 
co-leaders of TF-ADS at the Bron meeting held in Novem-
ber 2014. � e TF-ADS activities then started in the WG8 
Bron meeting. TF-ADS decided that the � rst document to 
establish as an ISO document would be a technical report 
with a list of ADS human factors-related terms and their 
definitions. The document was considered useful to 
achieve a common understanding of human factor issues 
in ADS.

Since the Bron meeting in 2014, we have had two TF-
ADS meetings every year. � e TF-ADS members prepared 
materials for the terms related ADS human factor issues 
and their de� nitions in those meetings. � e co-leader from 
the US changed from Dr. Blanco to Dr. Schaudt in 2017. 
A� er three years of discussions, the document was estab-
lished as technical report TR21959 “Human Performance 
and State in the Context of Automated Driving: Part 1 – 
Terms and De� nitions”. � is document is now at the prep-
aration for publication stage at the ISO secretariat.

During TF-ADS discussions before the Gothenburg 
meeting in May in 2017, we decided to prepare Part 2 of 
the “Human Performance and State in the Context of 
Automated Driving” document. The contents would be 
experiment guidelines to assess human factors in ADS. � e 

1 Discussions of Human Factors Issues in 
ISO Activities

2 ISO/TC22/SC39/WG8 Activities on ADS 
Human Factors
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ABSTRACT: � is article reviews ISO activities on human factors in automated driving systems. Human factors issues have been discussed in 
ISO TC22/SC39/WG8 (TICS on-board HMI) since 2014. Two technical reports have been published. One is for terms and de� nitions regard-
ing human states and performance in the transition process. � e other is for general ergonomic considerations for external HMI. Two other 
documents, consisting of experiment guidelines or considerations on human factor issues, are under discussion. An outline of those docu-
ments, and the contributions of the SIP-adus Human Factors and HMI research project, are also described here.
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aim of Part 2 was to include research � nding and experi-
ences obtained in the SIP-adus Human Factors and HMI 
research project. � e proposal was approved as a new work 
item in the Orland meeting, and Dr. Kitazaki of AIST and 
Dr. Shaudt of VTTI were elected as co-leaders. � e work-
shop for the experiment guidelines document was held in 
the Prague meeting in April 2018.

In the Paris meeting in November in 2016, Dr. Shutko of 
Ford, in the US proposed the establishment of a document 
for external HMI. He argued that automated vehicles 
would arrive soon and other road users would therefore 
need external HMI. These external HMI should be stan-
dardized in order to let those users understood the mean-
ing of the HMI correctly. � en, the workshop was held at 
the Gothenburg meeting in June 2017. In the workshop, 
there were presentations, including one from the SIP-adus 
Human Factors and HMI research project, and discussions 
on the latest � ndings regarding external HMI. Since then, 
TF-external HMI has started its activities. � ere has been 
intense discussion in the TF that it is too early to establish 
the design guide because we still do not have enough sci-
enti� c evidence to specify the external HMI design. � ere-
fore, the first document should be a general ergonomic 
guide for considering external HMI. Also, the Japanese 
delegates o� ered the opinion that the � rst step should be to 
prepare a document for experiment guidelines to examine 
external HMI.

The followings sections introduce outlines of the docu-
ments under development in WG8.

3.1.　Scope
The scope of the document is to cover basic terms and 

de� nitions related to driver performance and state in the 
context of automated driving. � ey are relevant to all levels 
of automated driving functions that require a human/
driver to be engaged or fallback-ready (SAE levels 1, 2 and 
3). The terms are supposed to be used in human factors 
assessment/evaluations.

3.2.　Transition process models
A process model of the transition from manual to auto-

mated driving, and a process model of the transition from 
automated to manual driving were proposed (Fig. 1). 
Terms related to takeover performance were defined in 
accordance with the models. “Signi� cant driver interven-

tion” is defined as an action initiated by the user of an 
automated driving system to request manual control. 
“Completion of driving manoeuver” is a takeover action 
expected of the driver to successfully handle the system 
limit. � e time period until vehicle control performance is 
fully re-established a� er that completion is referred to as 
the “control stabilization phase”.

3.3.　Performance measures in regaining control from 
automation.

Several variables can be used as measures of performance 
regarding interventions by the driver. � ey can be classi-
� ed into two categories. One is “time-related performance 
measures” and the other is “quality-related measures”. 
“Takeover time”, “system deactivation time”, “intervention 
time” and “control stabilization time” are de� ned as time-
related performance measures. “Safety-oriented objective 
takeover quality measures”, such as number of crashes, and 
“Sensitivity-oriented takeover quality measures”, such as 
standard deviation of lateral position of the subject vehicle, 
are examples of quality-related measures. In addition, 
expert assessments and subjective measures are included.

3.4.　Measures of driver states
Attention, and the resources and tasks it demands, are 

de� ned as general terms. “Monitoring the driving environ-
ment”, “monitoring ADS performance”, “object and event 
detection and response (OEDR)”, “receptivity”, “situation 
awareness”, “vigilance”, “operating mode awareness”, and 
“operating state awareness” are de� ned as terms for driver 
states required for automation. OEDR and receptivity 
come from SAE J3016(2). Measures for these states are 
described. Some other terms are referenced from SAE 
J3114(3).

Terms such as “visually distracted/loaded”, “visual-manu-
ally distracted/loaded”, “cognitively distracted/loaded” and 
“mind wandering” are listed for states corresponding to 
non-driving related activities. Terms, such as “hands on 
wheel”, “hand off wheel” and “foot position” are listed as 
driving position/ posture.

3.5.　Driver readiness/availability
Readiness is a concept developed in the SIP-adus Human 

Factors and HMI research project. Availability is a similar 
concept developed in the KoHaf project in Germany. 
Therefore, a compromise to use both terms was reached, 
and they are de� ned as: the state of the driver during auto-
mated driving that influences successful driver interven-
tion performance to regain control of the vehicle from the 
system to continue driving manually, avoid a hazard or 

3
TR21959: Human Performance and State 
in the Context of Automated Driving: 
Part 1 – Terms and De� nitions(1)
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bring the vehicle to a minimum risk condition. It is noted 
that readiness/availability is a concept and measures for it 
are to be developed.

3.6.　Driver’s experiences and attitudes regarding driv-
ing automation systems

As driver state and intervention performance depends on 
their understanding and behavioral attitude with respect to 
the use of the driving automation system, related terms are 
de� ned.

Prior knowledge of driving automation systems and prior 
expectations of driving automation systems are listed as 
terms for “prior system image”. Knowledge of the system, 
functionality (purpose) of the system, functional limit and 
role of the user are listed as terms related to “education and 
training”. Mental model, trust, overtrust, and trust calibra-
tion are listed as terms for “user understanding of driving 
automation systems”. Acceptance, reliance, overreliance, 
underreliance, complacency, disuse, misuse and abuse are 
listed as terms for “user’s use of driving automation sys-
tem”. � e document provides de� nitions of these terms.

Part 2 of the document is going to be prepared to help 
researchers when designing experiments to assess driver 
takeover performance. � e title, structure and contents of 
Part 2 document are under discussion. Chapters that may 
be included are as follows. It should be noted that they are 
all tentative and subjects to change a� er discussion in the 
TF.

� e chapter for “transition process model” describes the 
model that is relevant to this document. � e “Human fac-
tors that in� uence takeover performance and methods to 
control/measure them in experiments” chapter will lists 
factors regarding human functions to be controlled or 
measured when conducting experiments. � e “System fac-
tors that influence takeover performance” chapter will 
describe design elements of ADS to be specified when 
designing the experiment. � e “Test scenario” chapter will 
describe how to design test scenarios. � e “Takeover per-
formance” chapter will describe performance measures 
collected to evaluate the system tested in the experiment. 
� e “Testing environment” chapter will describe features, 
advantages and disadvantages of di� erent types of testing 

conditions, such driving simulator, testing tracks and pub-
lic roads.

This technical report describes basic ergonomic aspects 
to consider when designing and evaluating external HMI. 
This document focuses only on visual communication 
devices. � ere are eight chapters in the main body of the 
report.

The “Current road user communications” chapter 
describes communications that current road user per-
forms. The “Potential ADS-DV communication” chapter 
lists possible communication contents of visual external 
HMI. They are vehicle state, such as vehicle speed and 
acceleration, and driving mode indicating that the vehicle 
is moving in automated mode. The “Vehicle perception” 
chapter explains that visual HMI should be perceived, rec-
ognized and understood. Also there is a possibility of pre-
senting the state of the system in brief. The type of 
information conveyed will be “guidance information” such 
as prompting pedestrian(s) to start crossing the road and 
“intent information” such as the ADS-DV intends to stop 
at the crosswalk. The “Format of ADS-DV communica-
tion” chapter states that the format of the visual external 
HMI should be not confused with existing lighting. The 
chapter “Other considerations for ADS-DV communica-
tion”, discusses the need to make compromises with exist-
ing laws. The “Acceptance of ADS-DVs by the public” 
chapter describes how trust is important for society to 
accept ADS-DV and how understanding the communica-
tion involved is necessary. Standardization can play a key 
role in that respect.

Human factors issues in ADS are a hot topic these days. 
When the ISO activities started in 2014, people were not 
aware of the importance of human factors in ADS. In this 
sense, WG8 made a good start. � e SIP-adus Human Fac-
tors and HMI research project started in 2016 and has 
been able to make to important contributions to ISO activ-
ities. � e current tasks in WG8 are all targeted at technical 
reports as ADS human factors are still under investigation. 
We should prepare to publish standards since they have a 
greater impact on society.

4

Road Vehicles: Human Performance and 
State in the Context of Automated Driv-
ing: Part 2 – Considerations in Designing 
Experiments to Investigate Transition 
Processes

5
TR23049 Road Vehicles -- Ergonomic As-
pects of External Visual Communication 
from Automated Vehicles to Other Road 
Users(4)

6 Conclusion
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